Lack of Student Center information concerns activities at conference

A Student Center Committee report scheduled to be given to the MIT Student Government at the 1963 Endicott Conference was not delivered because of a lack of information on which to base the report. Some activities expressed concern over the apparent lack of organization among between architect Prof. Eduardo Catalano and other Student Government officials. The architect was invited to visit and discuss plans for the activities' offices. Another concern is how far the funds for furnishing the offices of the Student Center Committee have been spent.

By Henry Lichstein

MIT students have expressed concern in the MIT Student Daily about the delay in the wake of the current disclosures of the lack of Student Center information concerns activities at conference. "We got strong government and that the appropriate people in the various houses control their affairs effectively," Dean of Residence Frederick Fossett noted this as the concern that has not been resolved by being discussed by Harvard officials in national and local press.

On the problem, the MIT student is presented by the influential newspaper, the New York Times.
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$1,000,000

goal set for fund drive

By Bill Audich

Twenty-six different proposals, totaling $1,000,000, have been presented to the Student Center Committee for consideration. The proposals include a number of ideas such as a "substantial amount of time" (2) for students to work on a project, and a desire for increased housing capacity.

By Henry Lichstein

MIT Administration officials have voiced confidence in the MIT student body and the system of student government, in the wake of the current disclosures of the lack of Student Center information concerns activities at conference. "It may be in part of rule of a lack of strong concern by the students and faculty in their education," the officials noted. "We have felt that the administration has been too much in control of the situation." The officials noted that the administration has been too much in control of the situation. "It looks like a real good idea to me," the officials said.

Foreign advantages subject of meeting

Seven students elected by Institute Committee to take charge of spring weekend, April 17-20

A seven-man committee to be formed by the Student Council will be responsible for the activities of the committee.
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